Useful links for DATs and Academic Tutors

Information for 2020/21

Academic Tutoring 2020 FAQs

Academic Tutor Toolkit

Homepage
Role of a tutor
Academic Tutor meetings
Supporting students
Support for tutors
List of DATs
Downloadable Guide for Tutors

Tutor meetings

Suggested meeting topics UG
Suggested meeting topics PG
Online meeting guides for students
RISIS – recording bulk tutorial attendance

Student Support

Signposting flowchart
UoR Essentials homepage
Student Tutor toolkit
Life Tools
Study Advice

Policy and Practice

Notification of Concern form
Student Support Escalation Process
ATS Policy and role descriptions
Extenuating Circumstances
Fitness to Practice
Academic Engagement & Fitness to Study
Suspensions
Safeguarding
Other T&L policies